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Agriculture in Uganda accounts for more than half of gross domestic 
product and for 80 - 90 of overseas export earnings. Perhaps even 
more important is the periendence that ae much as 90'vj of the population 
had on this sector for their income. This situation is likely to 
remain so far at least another generation and probably longer. 'nTithin 
the sector, coffee and cotton account per 70'-, of export earnings. How-

the price for these two commodities are uncertain on world mar-
kets and it is undesirable that Uganda should rely so heavily on them 
inthe future. 
The Government are alive to this problem and state in the second 5 year 
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plan that for ^ r~pid advance in the agricultural sector there must 
he "both considerable diversification and structural change, and an over 
all expansion in output ^he aim of the diversification programme in the 
Plan is primarily to reduce dependence on coffee a relative decline in 
the importance of cotton is also Planner! The diversification will 
therefore be concerned with increasing the absolute value of these two 
crops by increasing output of cotton and improving the quality of .coffee. 
It wil"! also be arBepefteiHg concerned v-ith increasing ranidly.-the output 
of other crops and animal products. It is planned to increase the unit value of. the coffee crop by°-

1. Increasing the output of higher value arabica coffee relative 
to robusta; 

2. Improving the quality of robusta produced; 
3. Encouraging robusta farmers to grow alternative crops, thus 

reducing acreage and hence production. 
This encouragement will take the form of a credit fund for the production 
of alternative crop which will be tied to the up rooting of an equivalent 
acreage of robusta. 

It can be seen then that the need, to diversify is urgent. How-
ever, in order that resources can be efficiently channeled in-'.o new 
rentures, it is obviously essential to know indetail the economic and 
^hnical pefcential of any proposed, new crops. The number of such 

is legion but as the winter's own training is in horticulture it 
h horticultural crop that the st^dy will be concerned. 



Horticulture is a difficult thins?- to define, no two 
dictionaries being alike It is generally stated to he 'garden 
culture' or the culture of garden crons and plants, implying culti-
vation within rather restricted areas. However, no-one h-s "been a/ble 
to say just how restricted should be a garden and how extensive a. 
field The distinction then cannot "be based on the size of the units 
of area used B.y far the most satisfactory concept would seem to be 
that based on economic principles, a useful definition being that 

(2) used by Folley 
"High investment crop production, sach crops being intended 

for human use without prior conversion into a different type of 
product." nr ,17 " 

By high investment crop production is meant the intensive use 
of the resources of land., labour, capital and management to produce 
the crop i.e. a large outlay is required, before returns can be 
expected. 

The specification that such crops need, not be processed before 
consumption unfortunately excludes plants suitable for the extractio n 
of medicinal compounds and of essential oils, although their production 
req ires essentially horticultural techniques. Because of their very 
high value and low bulk such products are potentially very important 
and exciting to a land-locked country like Uganda 

A less rigid definition will therefore >e used-; -
High investment crop production using resources intensively to 

obtain a high quality and high value product. However, it should, be 
noted that because of lack of time, no.t all crops that fit within this 
definition will be included, iuthe study. 

From the production point of view TTganda would seem to have large 
areas of land suitable for horticultural crons together with a varied, 
and favourable climate and a. range of soil types well suited to a wide 
oelection of such crops. 

However this seeming potential is virtually untapped and 
'J; and a remains .without a clear Horticultural ^olicy and no systematic 
development programme for horticultural crops whilst 1960-1966 the 
value of exports from Kenya of fruit ^nd vegetables had increase"1 
from £1,22,000 to £2,065,000 whilst sendings from Uganda were 
not considered sufficiently significant to list separately in annual 

(5) 
trading figures. v ' 

Paring the same period Kenya had almost doubled its value of 
exports of horticultural produce to Uganda from £111,000 to £209,000. 

For the season October 1966to June 1967 a meagre 557 tons of 
high quality vegetables were air-freighted, from Hganda, this repre-
senting the combined, produce of just five growers. '"hy is it that 
Kenya has forged ahead and. left Uganda so far behind? It is impo-
ssible to believe that the relatively small climatic differences 
which exist between, the two countries can be the determining factor, 
•"hilst its neighbour Kenya romps ahead, with not only export to Wi.ro1 
but also with shipment to Uganda i ;sel£ Between (1960-1966) 



The answer is not a simple one. 
In part, Knowledge of such crops in Uganda is insufficient 

hut where information hcs "been obtained it often remains un-
available. 

"Much information still lies hidden for future workers to find 
Much has already been found, ^ut it has been lying in different 
papers, indifferent places and in people's heads. A book in 
which it is gathered together is greatly need.edi' 

It is therefore proposed to look at those horticultural crops 
which have had some research carried out on them in Uganda. How-
ever, unlike the Horticultural Handbook of Fenya, from which the 
above quotation was taken, this will not result ina grower's hand 
book, althopgh there is a great need for such a document in Uganda. 

A very good pamphlet on vegetable growing in Uganda has been 
produced however, by //"ill- Kawanda Research Station (unpublished) 
but this neeris extending to include fruit. 

The study will seek to review current information on poten-
tial ly valuable horticultural crops and it is anticipated that 
-his will help in formulating a definite Horticultural Policy for 
Uganda Such a policy will have two major aspects 

1) Production for home consumption which will aim at revenue 
retension by import institution This will not only raise 
the income of those growers involved but will also make 
available for further growth resources which are at the 
moment being taken from the country. 
It is oilikely however that this will ĥ .ve a great impact 
on the eHe©H.¥>egeffifen% economy as a whole. 

2) Production for world markets which will gain much needed 
export earnings. It is in this direction that emphasis 
must lie if a high growth rate is to be achieved in Uganda. 

Production policy for these two markets willnot be the same. 
The former will involve relatively low value, bulky food crops 
whilst the latter will be essentially concerned with high value, high 
quality products of small bulk which may or may not befurther rroce-
ssed before exnort. 

Crops will, therefore be categorised into those with great medium 
or lit.tie economic potential as regards 

a) Home consumptions 
b> Markets within P. Africa 
c) •"'orld markets; 

and an attempt will be made to asess the reasons for lack of -promo-
tion of the crops considered. This will include such considerations 
as»-

i) Whether sufficient information is available on the technical 
production and. whether this production is unsatisfactory; 

ii) "hether any attempt has been made to overcome such diffi-
culties, for example, by breeding varieties for Uganda condition 
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iii) Marketing difficulties and -prospects; 
iv) ""resent possibilities for processing and future 

expectations. 
Much of the information will be gained from reviewing unpu-

blished documents and will involve obtaining government permission 
to consult its files. 

Another souce of information will be the Department of Agricul-
ture Research Station, Sub-Stations, Experimental Stations and District 
Farm Institutes. Much interesting work w^s undertaken at the begi-
nning of the centry when many new plant introductions were made and 
trials enthusiastically laid down. However, sirce then many new 
varieties have ^een produced and crops which were then cited cb un-
suitable, in new variety, may well succeed. 

Not all experimental work has been formally recorded and much 
useful information may be obtained from personal interviews with the 
people who have undertaken this work. Such people will include 
District Agricultural Officers and other staff who have been in the 
field some time; food factories needs merchants, firms dealing in 
agricultural chemicals and equipment; marketing organisations; 
co mmercial growers and farmers and perhaps even amateur gardeners. 

It is anticipated that useful information can also be gathe/^red 
from the Tropical Products Institute, especially on marketing aspects. 

A subsidiary aspect of the study will be to take a critical 
look at the horticultural industry in Kenya. in order to compare it 
with that in lTgan"a. Small differences in ecological features which 
exist between the two countries should in no way debar Uganda from 
growth cf a horticultural industry similar to that found in Kenya, and 
reasons for this lag will be sought together with suggested remedies. 

A possible fruther subsidiary project is the extension of the 
study and its incorporation in a minor crop Handbook, probably in 
conduction with other members of he Faculty. 

Footnotes 
1. work for Progress: Uganda's Seasonal Pive-Year ALan 

1966 - 19-71. 
2. R.T"r.Folley Commercial Horticulture in the Britidh 

Economy wye College Publication 1950 - -e:-
3. Statistical Abstracts' Statistics Division Ministry of 

Planning and Community' "Development. 
4. Horticultural section of the ^enya Dent, of Agriculture; 

Horticultural Handbook, 
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